Techniques for teaching reading skills

A. Name of the Presenter:

Ahmad Fatthi

B. Room Number and Time:

1. Room: 131
2. Date & Time: Tuesday 28th of March

C. Duration:

45 minutes

D. Brief Description:

Orient teachers on some teaching techniques to use in class when they attempt to teach reading objectives.

E. Aims:

1. Provide teachers with useful, tested teaching techniques
2. Brainstorm common problems that might hinder the teaching process
3. Offer solutions to common comprehension mistakes done by the students

F. Material Needed: ©

1. Supplementary sheets
2. Language leader intermediate course book
3. White board and markers

G. Procedures

1. Introduce the topic of the workshop and the associated materials
2. Stimulate a discussion about the general reading objectives
3. Elicit questions that will help students understand what the questions usually test
4. Elicit common problems related to each sub-skill and elicit solutions as well